Abstract-In this paper, a class of statistics named ART (the alternant recursive topology statistics) is proposed to measure the properties of correlation between two variables. A wide range of bi-variable correlations both linear and nonlinear can be evaluated by ART efficiently and equitably even if nothing is known about the specific types of those relationships. ART compensates the disadvantages of Reshef's model in which no polynomial time precise algorithm exists and the "local random" phenomenon can not be identified. As a class of nonparametric exploration statistics, ART is applied for analyzing a dataset of 10 American classical indexes, as a result, lots of bi-variable correlations are discovered.
INTRODUCTION
The unknown laws of nature and society are always hidden among massive data in the form of correlation [1] [2] [3] , such as the relationship between air quality and the developing level of industry, the associations between economic growth and various factors, and so on [4] [5] [6] . A medium-sized database may contain hundreds of variables and tens of thousands of hidden correlations. The efficiency of discoverring the desired correlations depends on the method of correlation assessment. The most commonly used method is the ancient correlation coefficient Pearson's r [7] , but it captures only linear relationships and its usefulness is greatly reduced when relationships are nonlinear [8] .
In the context of information theory, mutual information (MI) can treat linear and nonlinear relationships relatively fairly, and it seems like to be the most promising solution after Pearson's r [9] [10] [11] . But MI's value range is uncertain, and no standard exists to compare MI of samples containing relationships of different types, what's more, estimating samples' MI is very difficult, therefore, MI can not be used to measure correlation directly [12] [13] [14] .
In 2011, the maximal information coefficient (MIC), which belongs to a larger class of statistics for identifying and classifying relationships, was proposed by Reshef, and it was applied for analyzing data sets in major-league baseball, global health, and lots of relationships were found, causing great repercussions [15] . However, MIC can not be worked out in polynomial time accurately, and Reshef provides only an heuristic approximation algorithm; Besides, when "local random" phenomenon exists, MIC can not effectively distinguishes it; Moreover, MIC behaves not well when sample size is small, especially its anti-noise ability is not strong [16] .
Considerring the computational deficiency of MIC, this paper proposes a statistic named ARTMIC (the alternant recursive topology maximum information coefficient, which belongs to a larger class of statistics called ART). ARTMIC can evaluate a wide range of relationships both linear and nonlinear efficiently and equitably even if nothing is known about the specific types of those relationships. And it compensates the disadvantages of Reshef's MIC that it can not be worked out accurately in polynomial time and is incapable of identifying the "local random" phenomenon.
II. MEASURING CORRELATIONS
To evaluate bi-variable correlations a proper topology structure is needed for partitioning samples. The most common used topology structures include histogram partition [11, 15] (Fig. 1-a) and Darbellay's recursive partition [12] (Fig. 1-b) . Reshef can evaluate correlations theoretically based on histogram partition, but computational difficulty occurs when applied practically [15] . In this paper,
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represents histogram partition. Darbellay can estimate mutual information of samples based on recursive partition, but correlations can not be measured correctly by MI. Combining the core thoughts of the two methods above, a topology partitioning method named "alternant recursive topology partition" is propsed by this paper, and a class of statistics for evaluating the properties of bi-variable correlations is put forward.
Alternant recursive topology partition ( Fig. 1 
where P ( ) XY ⋅×⋅ denotes joint regional probability, P ( ) X ⋅ and P ( ) Y ⋅ denote edge interval probability. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is shown as follows: , slightly. The right-hand side of the equation of Corollary 2.1 is a summation of two formulas. The former is the "restricted divergence", and the latter is called "residual divergence" by Darbellay, and he proved if R Ω is detailed enough, then the mutual information asymptotically equals to the restricted divergence [12] . This is one of the reasons that we consider in this paper using alternant recursive topology partition to replace Reshef's histogram partition and restricted divergence to replace mutual information. Another important reason is about computational complexity that no polynomial time algorithm exists for computing Reshef's histogram partition, while, Theorem 2.1 provides us a polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm to work out the maximum restricted divergence alternant recursive topology partition. Substituting (noted below), thus the total number of sub-problems is 4 2 ( lg ) n n Ο , therefore, the time and space complexity are 4 2 ( lg ) n n Ο . In terms of computational complexity, it has been significantly improved when compared with Reshef's model in which no polynomial time algorithm exists. When sample size is large, this article rasterizes the sample evenly into discrete distribution of appropriate size firstly, then the calculation is executed, namely, the purpose of cutting down the computational cost can be achieved by reducing the precision appropriately. 
, P { },P { , } P P -1, where q ranges from 0 to 0.5, in this paper we use q=0.3. This statistic ranges from 0 to 1 and no greater than ARTMIC, and can be used to measure "Local Random Degree" of relationship.
The five statistics given by definition 2.5 to 2.9 are referred to as ART statistics in this paper. ART statistics can be used discovering correlations as follows: First, for each pair of variables, compute their ART statistics; then filter out specific pairs of variables by using ART statistics as conditions, these pairs are the expected relationships.
III. PROPERTIES OF ART AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION Definition 2.5 to 2.9 give some properties of ART, and this section further discusses other properties of ARTMIC and ARTLRD, and verifies them by experiments.
As sample size increasing, ARTMIC asymptotically satisfies the following properties: (a) ARTMIC of any noiseless nowhere-constant functional relationship converges to 1; (b) ARTMIC of statistically independent samples converges to 0; (c) For any type of relationship, the value of ARTMIC is inversely proportional to noise level; (d) For different types of nowhere-constant functional relationships with same noise level, their ARTMIC values are about the same. represents a standard circle relationship. Comparative analysis of TABLE I shows that the two classes of statistics are largely consistent except that ARTMCN is smaller than MCN, the reason of this exception is that ARTMCN ranges from 0, while, the MCN ranges from 2, and it is considered more reasonable in this paper that the complexity of the simplest relationship equals to 0. Both ARTMIC and MIC satisfy the properties (a-c), but for property d, ARTMIC performs better than MIC knew by comparing the results of R 2 , R 3 , R 4 in TABLE I. Especially when perturbation is large, the value of ARTMIC for functional relationships of different types is more stable, showing that ARTMIC can treat relationships of different types more equitably.
ARTLRD is a completely new statistic proposed in this paper for measuring the degree of local random phenomenon in which strong correlation as a whole and large random in the local occur at the same time (shown by Fig. 2-c to 2-f) , the more obvious this phenomenon, the greater the value of ARTLRD. The original intention of proposing ARTLRD is to solve the erroneous identification problem of MIC and ARTMIC. As shown in TABLE II (sample a to f, respectively, illustrated by Fig. 2-a to 2 -f, the size of each sample is 1080), when local random phenomenon is apparent (sample c to f), MIC and ARTMIC will ignore this phenomenon and identify them as strong correlations mistakenly, such as values of MIC and ARTMIC of sample c to f are all equal to 1, this is contrary to common sense. ARTLRD can solve this problem, real strong correlation exists when ARTMIC is large and ARTLRD is small (sample a); strong local random phenomenon exists when both ARTMIC and ARTLRD are large, and the value of ARTLRD reflects the degree of local random phenomenon (sample c-f); ARTLRD must be small and sample can be considered statistically independent when ARTMIC is small (sample b); it is known by definition that ARTLRD can not Figure 2 . Samples with Local Random Phenomenon of Different Levels be large when ARTMIC is small. Therefore, ARTLRD can effectively evaluate local random phenomenon and assist in solving the erroneous identification problem of MIC and ARTMIC.
IV. APPLICATION OF ART
In this paper, a dataset of 10 American classical indexes with data collected from 1959-1 to 2013-5 is analyzed by ART. This dataset contains 641 sample points, which can be downloaded at www.shujuhui.com. These 10 indexes (X 0 -X 9 ) are: Employment-population Ratio, Total Employed Population, Purchasing Managers' Index, Output Index, Price Index, New Orders Index, Individual Reserve Deposits per Disposable Income, Sum of Individual Deposits, Total respectively, the circles in the figures denote variables and the thickness of each line connecting two circles indicates the value of specific ART statistic between correspondent variables, and if two circles are not connected, then the ART statistic between correspondent variables is 0 or very low, similarly, figures illustrating other ART statistics can be drawn. ART can be used mining novel correlations, for example, line connecting X 1 and X 6 in Fig. 3 -a is thick (correspondent ARTMIC equals to 0.87), line connecting X 1 and X 6 in Fig. 3-b is of medium width (correspondent ARTLRD equals to 0.24), in addition, other ART statistics between X 1 and X 6 are : 0.049(ARTMAS), 0.87(ARTMEV), 1.00(ARTMCN), therefore, it can be inferred that strong functional relationship exists between X 1 and X 6 by the large values of ARTMIC and ARTMEV, and this relationship has a certain topological symmetry by the small value of ARTMAS, and the relationship is not very complex by ARTMCN equaling to 1, and this relationship has a certain degree of local random phenomenon by ARTLRD equaling to 0.24. Only depending on data, ART provides lots of prop-erties of the relationship between X 1 and X 6 , which can assist scientists to make certain assumptions or conjectures and provide a basis for further studying the relationship. Actually, the sample image of X 1 and X 6 (Fig. 4-a, processed by a topological transformation, horizontal and vertical coordinates of sample points are X 1 and X 6 respectively) shows that X 1 and X 6 these two seemingly unrelated indexes obey sine function relationship approximately. Lots of bivariable correlations have been mined by ART just like the way above, and the correlations shown in Fig. 4 are only small part of them. A class of statistics named ART is proposed in this paper to evaluate the properties of correlation between two variables. ART can evaluate a wide range of relationships both linear and nonlinear efficiently. And it compensates the disadvantages of Reshef's model that it can not be worked out accurately in polynomial time and is incapable of identifying the local random phenomenon.
Just like MIC, the anti-noise ability of ARTMIC is not strong when sample size is small, in addition, no method exists so far for measuring and discoverring multivariable correlations, and these will be the focus of future research.
